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Use Case and Problem Statement

Using computational storage for expensive data integrity checks

Data integrity check is:
- Compute intensive
- Read intensive (SSD & PCIe bus)
- Memory intensive (host)
- Not scalable
Why Use CS For This Use Case?

- Off-load the host
  - The host is only interested in the data integrity check results
- Reduces PCIe traffic
  - No need to consume bandwidth and power to move the raw data to the host
- Reduces host memory footprint
  - All data required for processing is contained in the drive
- Scalable with storage
  - Performance increases as drives are added
Software Stack

- Application Layer
- Object Storage (MINIO, CEPH, SWIFT, ...)
- Filesystem Layer (ext3, ext4, xfs, ...)
- Device Drivers
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• Data integrity validation of the object shard is decoupled from data transfer.
• Data integrity hash calculation is done by the CSD.
• The object storage node validates the result.
CSD Implementation

1: VU Read Cmd with LBA [list]

2: NAND Read Cmd: LBA [list]

3: Read from NAND to buffer

4: Data integrity acc. on NAND data cmd

5: Data integrity result transfer

6a: Data integrity result added to VU cmd completion

6b: Deallocate buffer
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CSD Implementation

- Gen5 off-the-shelf product
- Single ASIC controller
  - Low cost
  - High energy efficiency
  - High performance
- Off-the-shelf NVMe driver
- Ready to support TP4091 & TP4131
Performance and Scalability (1)

Presented by Intel Labs at FMS 2022
Performance and Scalability (2)

Modeling results indicate a high degree of scalability ideal for CPU offload*

*Based on Solidigm's internal analysis. CSD theoretical performance based upon modeling.
Future Work

- **Align with NVMe TP4091**
  - Enhance implementation to leverage the Computational Programs Command Set
  - TP4091 commands can activate and execute the data integrity check

- **Align with SNIA CS API**
  - Leverage the SNIA CS API to standardize the user library

- **Introduce dynamic resource allocation**
  - Leverage existing FW architecture and CSD programming model
Dynamic Compute Resource Allocation

The diagram illustrates the process of dynamic compute resource allocation. It shows the flow of data from the host, through NVMe Admin Cmd (host hint), to the Resource Allocation module. This module distributes resources to CS Resource Factor and SSD Resource Factor. The Resource Adjudicator (FW/OS) then decides on resource allocation.

SSD FW is connected to the SSD Resource Factor, and CSD Compute Resources Throttling is shown with a gauge indicating resource allocation. The buffer is involved in data integrity checking and result transfer. SSD FW includes HW acceleration for buffer and compute operations.

The process includes:
1. VU Read Cmd
2. NAND Read Cmd: LBA [list]
3. Read from NAND to buffer
4. Data integrity acc. on NAND data cmd
5. Data integrity result transfer
6a. Data integrity result added to VU cmd completion
6b. Deallocate buffer

The diagram also highlights the NVMe plane, which integrates with the various components to facilitate efficient resource allocation and management.
Conclusion

• Computational Storage is ideal for processing meta-data tasks on-drive
  ▪ Utilizes existing HW accelerators and SW solutions, no ‘new’ work required
  ▪ Operates on SHARDED data
    ▪ **Major value add to customer’s concerns of data locality**
  ▪ Scales across multiple CSDs
    ▪ **Works independently, but brings overall increased performance to system**
    ▪ Our PoC demonstrates linear scaling performance with additional drives

• This use-case is adaptable to the latest Computational Storage standards
  ▪ Can become fully compliant with TP4091/4131 and Architectural and API specs
  ▪ Does not restrict Host from using resources for other Computational work on drive
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